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Nucleation at high pressure. II. Wave tube data and analysis
C. C. M. Luijten, P. Peeters, and M. E. H. van Dongena)

Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Applied Physics, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

~Received 3 March 1999; accepted 10 August 1999!

Nucleation rate data, obtained from expansion wave tube experiments, are reported for several
vapor–gas mixtures at high pressure. Results are given for water–vapor in the presence of helium
and nitrogen gas, and forn-nonane in helium and methane. For all these mixtures, carrier gas
pressures of 10, 25, and 40 bar have been applied, with temperatures ranging from 230 to 250 K. An
extended form of the nucleation theorem~in terms of the derivative of the nucleation rate with
respect to carrier gas pressure! is derived, which appears to be very helpful in the interpretation of
high pressure data. It can be used to obtain the carrier gas content of the critical nucleus directly
from the pressure dependence of experimental nucleation rates. Combining this method with the
theoretical considerations of part I of this paper@J. Chem. Phys.111, 8524~1999!, preceding paper#:
the nucleation behavior of water at high pressures of both helium and nitrogen can quantitatively be
understood. Forn-nonane in helium our ‘‘pressure perturbation approach’’ is also valid. For
n-nonane in methane, however, this approach fails because of the high methane solubility in the
liquid phase. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!51841-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although today’s literature on nucleation rate measu
ments is extensive, the available amount of high press
data is quite surveyable. Yet, high pressure measurem
can reveal important information, mainly in two respec
First of all, there are many practical circumstances wh
nucleation takes place in the presence of a high pres
carrier gas. Chemical plants and natural gas transport l
are among the most important examples where high pres
nucleation may take place. Second, nucleation experime
ists have nearly always added carrier gases to their nuc
ing vapors. For the question of a possible carrier influenc
be resolved, it is necessary to measure at elevated carrie
pressures.

Total pressures in quantitative nucleation experime
have usually not exceeded a few bars thus far.1 Moreover,
results are sometimes conflicting:2 Users of expansion cloud
chambers~ECC! usually report null carrier gas influence
whereas in thermal diffusion cloud chambers~TDCC! severe
pressure effects are reported already at relatively
pressures.3

Only few studies exist that go up to several tens of ba
Heist et al.4 reported a strong increase of the critical sup
saturation ofn-propanol with pressure for helium and hydr
gen, implying a dramatic decrease of nucleation rate w
pressure. Kane and El-Shall,5 also using a TDCC, confirmed
this observation for the glycerol–helium system. It has
cently become clear, however, that the range of conditi
for reliable TDCC operation itself depends on to
pressure.6–8

Muitjens9 applied an ECC to investigate several vapo
gas systems. For water–helium no pressure trend was fo

a!Electronic mail: m.e.h.v.dongen@phys.tue.nl
8530021-9606/99/111(18)/8535/10/$15.00
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up to 57 bar. In water–nitrogen, the nucleation rate w
found to increase by two orders of magnitude for a press
of 60 bar. Luijtenet al.10 found the same behavior, using th
expansion wave tube setup that is also applied in this wo
With the same setup, Looijmanset al.11 studied the nucle-
ation behavior ofn-nonane in methane. They observed s
vere pressure effects, but these were partially attributed
the carrier gas being dissolved into the nucleating dro
which does not generally occur for supercritical gases.

In Sec. IV of this paper we present a comprehens
series of high pressure measurements. Nucleation isothe
of water are reported in carrier gases of helium and nitrog
at pressures of 10, 25, and 40 bar. Forn-nonane, nucleation
isotherms were measured in helium and methane for
same pressure conditions, with temperatures ranging f
230 to 250 K. The above choice of systems is based on
idea of varying the degree of gas–vapor interaction. E
nucleating vapor is investigated in an environment of a n
interacting carrier gas~helium!, in combination with a carrier
that interacts weakly ~water–nitrogen! or strongly
(n-nonane-methane! with the vapor.

All data were measured using the pulse expansion w
tube developed by Looijmanset al.12,13 However, we have
improved both the preparation procedure and the comp
tion measurement of the gas-vapor mixtures. To that end,
setup was extended with a newly built mixture preparat
unit, see Sec. III. Two methods for vapor fraction measu
ment were developed~applicable to water and hydrocarbon
respectively!. For the calibration of these methods, the sa
mixture preparation unit was used.

In the analysis of the new data, we compare the m
sured nucleation rates with results of the theoretical mod
that were extended for high pressure use in part I of t
paper~hereafter referred to as Paper I!.14 However, important
information can also be abstracted from the measurem
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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themselves, without reference to a particular nucleat
model. In Sec. II, we present an analysis based on the w
known nucleation theorem. By rewriting the two nucleati
theorems for a binary mixture as two independent derivati
of the nucleation rate—one with respect to supersaturat
the other with respect to pressure—it is possible to ob
both the vapor and carrier gas content of the critical clus

II. NUCLEATION THEOREMS AND TOTAL PRESSURE

For the classical nucleation model, a relation betwe
the critical work of formation and the supersaturation is e
ily derived. Kashchiev in 1982 proved the validity of th
so-called nucleation theorem without invoking the classi
~capillarity! model.15 Later it was extended to mixtures—an
proven to hold without any assumptions about the sha
size, and composition of the critical nucleus—by Oxtoby a
Kashchiev.16 In their original notation it reads~for an iso-
thermal system!

]W*

]m0,i
52Dni* , ~1!

whereW* denotes the work of formation of a critical clust
andm0,i is the chemical potential of componenti in the gas-
eous phase. The quantityDni* denotes the excess number
molecules of componenti in the critical cluster, over that in
the same volume of the gas phase, soDni* 5ni* 2ni ,0 .

Recently, a second nucleation theorem was proven
Ford, which relates the temperature dependence of the nu
ation rate~at fixed supersaturation! to the excess interna
energy of the critical cluster.17,18Yet, in the present work we
consider isothermal nucleation, and therefore, use Eq.~1!
only. In view of our interest in carrier gas effects, we w
rewrite this expression in terms of the derivative of t
nucleation rate with respect to total pressurep.

We follow the approach of Oxtoby and Laaksonen19

who consider the vapor–gas mixture as a normal binary
tem. They then apply the nucleation theorem for both co
ponents, leading to relations between experimentally obs
able derivatives of the nucleation rate and the exc
numbersDni* with respect to supersaturation and total pr
sure.

The above authors then estimate these excess num
using the virial equation of state, and conclude that th
estimates do not agree with existing diffusion cloud cham
data of Heistet al.4 and Katzet al.20 We will demonstrate
below how the numbers of vapor and gas molecules in
critical cluster~denoted asnv* andng* , respectively! can be
obtained from experimental data, without reference to
equation of state.

Expressing the nucleation rate in its most general fo
as

J5K exp~2W* /kBT!, ~2!

two general relations can be derived with the help of
nucleation theorem~1! and the chain rule

kBTF] ln~J/K !

]S G
p,T

5Dnv* S ]mv

]S D
p,T

1Dng* S ]mg

]S D
p,T

, ~3!
Downloaded 07 Aug 2008 to 131.155.151.77. Redistribution subject to AI
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kBTF] ln~J/K !

]p G
S,T

5Dnv* S ]mv

]p D
S,T

1Dng* S ]mg

]p D
S,T

. ~4!

The derivatives ofmg are easily evaluated, assuming th
mg is not significantly affected by the~very small! vapor
fraction. In that case, the last term of Eq.~3! vanishes. The
pressure derivative follows from the Gibbs–Duhem relat
for the pure gas:

S ]mg

]p D
S,T

5vg5
ZgkBT

p
, ~5!

wherevg andZg are the molecular volume and compressib
ity factor of the gas. From the definition of supersaturatio
S5exp(Dm/kBT), we have for the vapor

S ]mv

]S D
p,T

5
kBT

S
. ~6!

Again referring to the definition ofS, the pressure derivative
of mv at constantS equals the pressure derivative ofmv

eq.
The latter quantity is expressed by

mv
eq5mv

s1 lnS fv
eqyv

eqp

F s D , ~7!

whereF s is the reference fugacity. Substituting Eq.~1! of
Paper I for the equilibrium vapor fraction, and assuming
liquid mixture to be ideal, the pressure derivative reads

S ]mv

]p D
S,T

5kBTF 1

xv
eq

]xv
eq

]p
1

v l

kBTG , ~8!

where xv
eq is the equilibrium molar fraction of vapor mol

ecules in the liquid phase. With the help of Henry’s law, t
first term in brackets can be approximated as2xg

eq/p, where
xg

eq is the fraction of carrier gas in the liquid phase at eq
librium.

For the derivatives of the pre-exponential factorK in
Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, one has to rely on a kinetic model. Th
hardly causes loss of generality, since the proportionality
the prefactor to bothr1 andr1

eq is a general feature of kinetic
nucleation models.16 Neglecting a possible pressure depe
dence of surface tension in the prefactor, we haveK
}S( f e /Zg)2—see Eq.~12! of Paper I—where both the en
hancement factorf e and the gas compressibility factorZg are
functions of pressure and temperature. Obviously, the der
tive with respect toS is

S ] ln K

] ln SD
p,T

51. ~9!

Assuming f e to have the form exp@b(p2ps)#'ebp, which is
reasonable in most cases, the pressure dependence ofK is
given by

S ] ln K

] ln p D
S,T

52 ln f e22S ] ln Zg

] ln p D
T

. ~10!

The derivative on the right hand side can be estimated fr
a generalized compressibility chart in terms of reduced p
sure and temperature~see, for example, Ref. 21!. For all
nucleation conditions presented in Sec. IV, it appears to
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8537J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 18, 8 November 1999 Nucleation at high pressures. II
much smaller than unity. Yet, the first term on the right ha
side can be appreciable when the enhancement factor sig
cantly exceeds unity.

With help of the above considerations, the general
pressions~3! and ~4! transform into

F ] ln J

] ln SG
p,T

5Dnv* 11 ~11!

F ] ln J

] ln pG
S,T

5Dnv* S pv l

kBT
2xg

eqD1Dng* Zg12 ln f e . ~12!

Finally, when replacing the excess numbersDni* by the real
numbers of moleculesni* in the critical cluster, we can arrive
at a clear interpretation of these relations. It is easily pro
that nv,0 , being the number of vapor molecules present
one critical cluster volume of the gas phase, is negligible
the dilute vapors under study:Dnv* 5nv* . Since the critical
cluster consists mainly of vapor, its volume can be appro
mated asnv* v l . The same volume in the gas phase conta
ng,05nv* v l p/(ZgkBT) molecules. This leads to a cancellatio
of the first term between brackets in Eq.~12! with ng,0 , and
we obtain

F ] ln J

] ln SG
p,T

5nv* 11, ~13!

F ] ln J

] ln pG
S,T

52nv* xg
eq1ng* Zg12 ln f e . ~14!

Both left hand sides of the above equations are ac
sible to experiment. The first is simply the slope of
(J,S)-plot on a double logarithmic scale, whereas the sec
can be found from the distance between isotherms for dif
ent pressures in the same kind of graph. Equation~13! is the
familiar single component result: The experimental slope
J versusS directly provides the number of vapor molecul
involved in the critical cluster. The second relation will tu
out to be very useful in the analysis of carrier gas effe
further in this paper.

First consider the limiting case where the gas does
enter the cluster at all. Bothxg

eq andng* equal zero, soDng*
52ng,0 , meaning that the gas is simply expelled from t
region where the critical cluster resides. Yet, the enhan
ment factor contribution indicates that the nucleation r
does increase with pressure, forkinetic reasons. Even if the
thermodynamic driving force for nucleation—expressed
the supersaturationS—is kept constant, and the carrier gas
completely absent in the cluster, the nucleation rate incre
simply because there are more vapor monomers present
the job.

When the carrier gas enters the cluster, the situation
more complicated. The first term on the right hand side
Eq. ~14! represents the equilibrium dissolution of the carr
gas in the bulk liquid core of the cluster. Apparently,
causes the nucleation rate to decrease, which can be a
uted to the decrease of the chemical potential of the va
component in the cluster. Still, the carrier gas solubility
usually small enough for the first term to be neglected. T
second term (ng* Zg) accounts for thetotal number of carrier
Downloaded 07 Aug 2008 to 131.155.151.77. Redistribution subject to AI
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gas molecules in the critical cluster, either dissolved in
bulk or adsorbed at the surface. When enhancement fac
and equilibrium solubilities are known or estimated,ng* can
thus be derived from a measurement of the pressure de
dence ofJ.

It is also possible to apply the relations~13! and~14! to
the pressure perturbation model of Paper I, as is dem
strated in the Appendix. The consistency of the perturbat
model with experimental data can therefore be interprete
terms of critical cluster content.

III. EXPANSION WAVE TUBE EXPERIMENTS

The nucleation experiments were done in the pulse
pansion wave tube setup developed by Looijmanset al.12,13

This set-up is based on the well-known nucleation pu
method, implemented in the driver section~high pressure
section, HPS! of a shock tube. In order to create the puls
the driven section~low pressure section, LPS! of the tube
contains a relatively short segment having a slightly wid
inner diameter. The set-up is sketched in Fig. 1, toget
with its peripherals that will be described below.

After preparation of the gas–vapor mixture, operation
the tube starts with rupture of the diaphragm between H
and LPS. The initial expansion wave, traveling into the HP
is followed in time by the reflections of the shock wave
the widening and the constriction, respectively. These refl
tions lead to the creation of a nucleation pulse at the end w
of the HPS. After the pulse, a nearly constant pressure le
is maintained for a longer period of time, allowing the nuc
ated drops to grow to macroscopic sizes.

Constant Angle Mie Scattering under 90° is applied
obtain the droplet radius as a function of time, using
argon-ion laser with a wavelength of 514.2 nm. Simul
neously, the attenuation of the incident beam is measu
which is combined with the time-resolved radius in order
obtain the droplet concentration.12 The latter is divided by
the duration of the pulse, yielding the nucleation rateJ.

FIG. 1. Pulse-expansion wave tube setup for high pressure nucleation
periments.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The temperature during the experiment is calcula
from the initial temperature and the dynamic pressure m
surement, using the assumption of isentropicity and a
gas equation of state.10 Since the pressure during the pulse
not exactly constant, the nucleation pressurepexp is averaged
over the pulse; the associated temperatureTexp is then as-
signed to the observed nucleation rateJexp. The possible
influence of this averaging procedure on the results prese
below is discussed elsewhere,21 and found to be very small

In the ideal gas limit, it is only the pressureratio be-
tween the expanded and initial states that matters. Howe
when real gas effects play a role, as they do for the nu
ation conditions in our experiments, the nucleation tempe
ture is sensitive tototal pressure. Usually, this leads to a
additional~Joule–Kelvin! cooling upon expansion. For nitro
gen and methane, the extra cooling can amount up to sev
degrees for the conditions of interest here, and must be ta
into account in order to derive meaningful temperatures~and,
hence, supersaturations!. Since the molar fraction of vapor i
always very small at high pressure, its influence can be
glected in the temperature calculation.

Yet, the vapor fractionyv is the essential quantity tha
determines the supersaturation ratioS, see Eq.~3! of Paper I.
Therefore, the highest possible accuracy is required to de
mineyv in the high pressure mixture. Unfortunately, conve
tional methods can not be used. The vapor pressure me
is not reliable here, because addition of the high press
carrier gas will affect the wall adsorption equilibrium in th
test section. Preparation of the mixture in a separate ve
followed by flushing of the test section, would be impractic
since huge amounts of gas are then required. In view of th
problems, we have developed two independent methods
in situ determination of vapor fractions. One can be used
water–vapor, the other for hydrocarbons.

Humidity sensors exist for measuring the water cont
of gaseous mixtures, some of which can even be mounte
a high pressure environment. Still, we had been aware
some time that the device that we were using~Vaisala HMP
124B! showed an intrinsic deviation, depending on to
pressure and the kind of carrier gas. Therefore, a calibra
method was developed in cooperation with the manufactu
based on controlled saturation of the carrier gas with wate23

The construction of the bubbler pair, also represented in
1, was taken from a paper by Wylie and Fisher.24 The bub-
blers where then placed in a thermostatic bath, accura
controlling the saturation temperature.

Using the method of controlled saturation, we teste
newer sensor type~HMP 234!, which was also used in th
nucleation experiments described below. We compared
reading of the humidity output with the saturated value, t
ing into account the enhancement factor of water in the ga
of interest. The pressure deviation in nitrogen gas turned
to be systematic, enabling one to recalculate the actual
midity from the indicated humidity and total pressure. H
lium had no significant effect on the humidity signal.

For hydrocarbons, gas chromatography is a w
establised method to measure vapor fractions. Howe
analysis of high pressure mixtures is again not straight
ward. In order to prevent preliminary condensation of t
Downloaded 07 Aug 2008 to 131.155.151.77. Redistribution subject to AI
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mixture during pressure reduction on its way to the gas ch
matograph~GC, type HP 5890II!, a thermostatic capillary
tube was mounted between the test section and the GC
Fig. 1. The mixture enters the GC via a six-way rota
valve, which brings a reproducible amount of sample o
the GC column. After passage of the column, the mixture
analyzed in a flame ionization detector~FID!, coupled to an
automatic integrating device.

In order to calibrate the gas chromatographic setup,
same procedure was followed as in the calibration of
humidity sensor. A second bubbler pair was constructed
filled with n-nonane. At thermostatic conditions, helium w
bubbled through the saturators; the saturated vapor con
was calculated from a correlation for the saturated va
pressure,25 corrected by the enhancement~Poynting! factor.
By increasing the helium pressure in steps, the vapor frac
was varied in a range relevant to the nucleation experime
The resulting calibration was double-checked using two
inders containing certified calibration gases~BOC Speciality
Gases, Surrey, UK!.

The two-saturator calibration setup was also used a
mixture preparation unit in the nucleation experiment, s
Fig. 1. After evacuation of both HPS and LPS to a press
below 10 Pa, dry carrier gas is led into the test section up
a certain pressure levelpdry . Then the carrier gas is route
through the saturators, and the HPS is filled up to the des
initial pressurep0 .

In principle, the saturation temperatureTs and the pres-
sure levelspdry and p0 fully determine the final vapor frac
tion. However, the actual vapor fraction always turned ou
be lower than the predicted value~with several possible ex
planations, such as wall adsorption and the dead volum
the tubing between bubblers and HPS!. Accounting for this
difference—which reproduces reasonably—in advance,pdry

could be adjusted in order to arrive at, or close to, the des
vapor fraction. A more detailed description of the expe
mental procedure is provided in Ref. 22.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following subsections, nucleation rate data will
presented and discussed for water in helium and nitrog
and forn-nonane in helium and methane. For each of th
vapor–gas mixtures we present data series at 10, 25, an
bar. Throughout this section, a ‘‘series’’ of nucleation e
periments is defined as a sequence of wave tube runs
the same nucleation pressurepexp and temperatureTexp, but
with a varying vapor fraction or supersaturation. All data a
given in tabular form in Ref. 22.

In practice, it is not possible to exactly achieve the d
sired nucleation temperature,Taim, in each experiment. For
tunately, it is possible to correct for a small scatter in te
perature, as was demonstrated by Looijmans.26 He assumed
that classical nucleation theory, although not necessarily
rect, predicts the right temperature and supersatura
trends for sufficiently small ranges. It is then possible
calculate the shift inS that would be necessary to yield th
same nucleation rate, in the case thatT would have been
exactly equal toTaim.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8539J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 18, 8 November 1999 Nucleation at high pressures. II
Mathematically, we defineScorr5S1dS, corresponding
to Taim5T1dT. The correction comes down to evaluatin
the derivative (]S/]T)J from classical theory, expressed b
Eq. ~8! of Paper I. Neglecting the temperature and supers
ration dependencies of the kinetic prefactor, but taking i
account the temperature dependence of surface tension
result is

Scorr5S1
3

2

S ln S

T F12
T

g

dg

dTG~T2Taim!. ~15!

Throughout this section, nucleation data are plotted a
function of this ‘‘temperature corrected’’ supersaturation,
lowing for application of the first nucleation theorem, E
~13!.

Physico-chemical properties of the substances un
study, needed in the calculation of theoretical nucleat
rates, are summarized in Appendix A of Ref. 22. For the s
of brevity, we will not reproduce the correlations here.

A. Water in helium

For water–vapor in helium gas, nucleation rates w
measured at temperatures near 240 K. The results are pl
as a function of the~temperature corrected! supersaturation
in Fig. 2. Using Eq.~13!, the number of water molecules i
the critical cluster is found from the slope of the isotherm
resulting innv* 52562 molecules.

Isotherms at different nucleation pressures appare
coincide: Within the experimental scatter, there is no pr
sure effect on nucleation visible in the water–helium syste
Note, however, that the enhancement effect has been t
into account in the calculation ofS. In this case it is very
modest: The saturated vapor density is enhanced with 4%
a nucleation pressure of 40 bar.

In Fig. 3 the experimental nucleation rates are made
mensionless by their theoretical expectation values at the
perimental conditions (S,T,p). All three models are in-
cluded that were discussed in Paper I: The kinetic class
theory~KCNT!, its internally consistent version~ICCT!, and
the semiphenomenological theory~SPNT! of Kalikmanov
and Van Dongen.

Apparently, ICCT gives the closest prediction of expe
mental nucleation rates. This seems to be a surprising re
in view of the generally spread idea that theoriginal version

FIG. 2. Experimental nucleation rates for water in helium at 240 K, a
function of ~temperature corrected! supersaturation. The dashed line is us
to determine the slope of the data series.
Downloaded 07 Aug 2008 to 131.155.151.77. Redistribution subject to AI
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of classical theory performs well for water–vapor. The e
planation behind this paradox is that we have used an
trapolation for the surface tension of pure water that diff
from the usual correlations.22 We used a linear fit, based o
experimental surface tension data that were measured d
to 222 °C by Hacker,27 reading

g~T!50.127 24521.898 4531024T ~N m21!. ~16!

The scatter of data points in Fig. 3 that belong to the sa
series is certainly not caused by measurement noise, a
clear from Fig. 2. It is related to a slight difference in critic
cluster size between the experimental result—obtained f
the slope of (J,S) isotherms—and model predictions. Value
of nv* and ng* predicted by the pressure perturbation mod
can be found in Table I.

B. Water in nitrogen

Nucleation rates for water in nitrogen were also me
sured at temperatures near 240 K. The resulting data
plotted as a function of the~temperature corrected! super-
saturationS in Fig. 4. With help of Eq.~13!, we obtainnv*
52563.

The slope of the isotherms appears to be the same fo
three pressures; yet, they are shifted with respect to e
other in vertical direction. According to the ‘‘pressure nucl
ation theorem,’’ Eq.~14!, this indicates that nitrogen mol
ecules are present in the critical cluster as well. For an e
mate ofng* we neglect the solubility term in Eq.~14!, and set
the gas compressibility factor equal to unity. The third~en-
hancement! term is much smaller than unity for the preva
ing conditions. From the shift between the 10 and 40
isotherms, we obtainng* '(] logJ/] log p)s53 for an average
pressure of 25 bar. This is very close to the value 2.4, p
dicted by the perturbation model of Paper I~see Appendix!.
Apparently, the latter gives consistent results in terms
critical cluster content.

An appealing question seems to be the ‘‘identity’’ of th
carrier gas molecules in the critical cluster: Would it be bu
or surface molecules? According to Eq.~20! of Paper I, the
carrier gas content of the bulk liquid core of the cluster
always smaller than the equilibrium solubility. Since the la

aFIG. 3. Ratio of experimental to theoretical nucleation rate for water
helium. Circles: Kinetic classical nucleation theory~KCNT!. Triangles: In-
ternally consistent classical theory~ICCT!. Squares: Semiphenomenologic
Kalikmanov–Van Dongen theory~SPNT!.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 07 Aug
TABLE I. Experimental values and model predictions ofnv* andng* , as derived from typical values ofu and
S for each series of experiments.

System p ~bar! T ~K! u Sexp nv,exp* ng,exp* nv,model* ng,model*

H2O–He 10–40 240 11.6 11.5 25 0 32 0
H2O–N2 10 240 11.5 10.0 25 n.a. 37 0.9
H2O–N2 25 240 11.4 9.3 25 3a 40 2.4
H2O–N2 40 240 11.3 8.6 25 n.a. 43 3.9
C9–He 10–40 230 18.6 100 22 21 20 0
C9–C1 10 240 15.2 40 26 n.a. 21 17
C9–C1 25 240 12.5 20 18 15b 22 39
C9–C1 40 240 10.3 6 5 22c 56 111
C9–C1 25 230 21.9 20 9 n.a. 24 48
C9–C1 25 250 12.0 20 27 n.a. 19 31

aPertains to pressure between 10 and 40 bar.
bPertains to pressure between 10 and 25 bar.
cPertains to pressure between 25 and 40 bar.
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ter is very small for nitrogen in water, one must conclu
that the carrier gas molecules are located at the surface
second thought, however, the above question is irrelev
Regarding the very small total number of molecules in
critical cluster, they canall be regarded of as surfac
molecules.28 We will discuss a remarkable consequence
this feature below.

Figure 5 shows the ratio of experimental to theoreti
rates as a function of pressure. Again, the three models
included that were discussed in Paper I~KCNT, ICCT, and
SPNT!. The surface tension has been obtained from extra
lation of Eq.~7! of Paper I, with a temperature independe
value ofpL . For comparison, calculations with the pure li
uid surface tension are shown in Fig. 6. The surface ten
effect appears to be able to account for a large part of
observed pressure trend. The remaining slope could stil
sult from extrapolation: The nucleation temperature is 36
smaller than the lowest temperature at whichg(p) was mea-
sured.

Fortunately, the microscopic picture of the critical clu
ter provides us with independent information. We use
observation made above, that all water molecules can be
garded to reside at the surface; we further assume that
of them may adsorb one nitrogen molecule. We can t
derive the surface coverageq, which is an important param
eter of the adsorption model in Paper I, from the experim

FIG. 4. Experimental nucleation rates for water in nitrogen at 240 K, a
function of ~temperature corrected! supersaturation.
 2008 to 131.155.151.77. Redistribution subject to AI
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tally obtained critical cluster composition. Withnv* 525 and
ng* 53, we findq50.12 for the intermediate pressure of 2
bar. This result can be used to obtain the reference pres
pL from the Langmuir expression~6! of Paper I, yielding
pL5183 bar.

Figure 7 again shows the ratio of experimental to the
retical nucleation rates, but now with this semi-empiric
value ofpL used in the surface tension calculation, Eq.~7! of
Paper I. Surprisingly, the above valuepL5183 bar makes the
pressure trend vanish altogether. It is tempting to interp
this result as evidence for the adsorption model, although
latter was derived from equilibrium thermodynamics a
might have nothing to do with the nucleation problem d
cussed here. Yet, regardless of the physical reality of
model, the nitrogen adsorption and associated surface
sion decrease are able to account in a quantitative sens
the observed dependence ofJ on p.

Figure 8 shows the nucleation results as a function of
reduced partial pressureyvp/ps. The latter corresponds to
the ‘‘conventional’’ supersaturationpv /ps; equivalently
stated, it is the supersaturation that would exist if there w
no enhancement effect. Remarkably, the isotherms belon
to different pressures collapse: For a fixed partial vapor d
sity, the nucleation rate appears to be rather insensitiv
total pressure. Two opposing effects are behind this obse

aFIG. 5. Ratio of experimental to theoretical nucleation rate for water
nitrogen at 240 K. Circles: KCNT. Triangles: ICCT. Squares: SPNT.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tion. Owing to the enhancement effect, the saturated va
fraction increases with pressure. At fixed partial vapor d
sity, the supersaturation accordingly decreases, which w
cause a decrease ofJ as well. At the same time, however, th
surface tension goes down, causing the nucleation rat
increase. Apparently, these competitive effects are com
rable in magnitude under the present conditions.

Since both the enhancement effect and the surface
sion decrease are associated with molecular interaction
the condensing vapor with the carrier gas, such a pa
compensation can be expected more generally. We used
conjecture in Ref. 10 to explain why pressure trends are
dom reported in nucleation work: If no real gas effects
taken into account in the supersaturation, and the pure liq
surface tension is used, it is very well possible that press
effects are not observed, despite their occurrence.

C. n -Nonane in helium

Measurements ofn-nonane nucleation rates in heliu
gas were performed at temperatures near 230 K. This t
perature of 230 K was imposed by practical conditions: O
serving significant nucleation at 240 K would require high
initial vapor fractions than could be achieved in our set
Figure 9 presents the results in the familiar (J,S) form. Ap-
plication of the nucleation theorem~13! results in a critical
cluster size ofnv* 52263 molecules.

FIG. 6. As Fig. 5, now without inclusion of the pressure dependence
surface tension.

FIG. 7. As Fig. 5, now with Langmuir pressurepL derived from the experi-
mental critical cluster composition.
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Just as for water in helium, the three isotherms in Fig
are approximately parallel, indicating that the vapor cont
of the critical nucleus is insensitive to total pressure. Fr
the vertical distance between the isotherms we find, us
Eq. ~14!, that the carrier gas content would be slightly neg
tive: ng* '21.

One of the possible explanations of this result would
that the enhancement effect is underestimated by the P
ting contribution: A very slight positive deviation off e from
its Poynting value would cause the isotherms to collap
resulting inng* 50. Another possible explanation comes fro
the gas chromatographic vapor fraction measurement.
the 25 and 40 bar data, vapor fractions were close to
lower limit of the calibration range of the GC setup, resulti
in a larger relative uncertainty.

Figure 10 shows the experimental nucleation rates
vided by the corresponding theoretical values. One may
duce a small negative trend ofJexp/Jtheory with pressure, as-
sociated with the arguments above. Both too small value
f e and too large vapor fractions lead to an overestimation
S at higher pressures. Accordingly, the theoretical rate wo
be too high, which accounts for the negative slope in Fig.
Still, the apparent pressure trend is certainly small enoug
exclude any strong influence of pressure in t
n-nonane-helium mixture at usual nucleation conditio
~near atmospheric pressure!.

fFIG. 8. Experimental nucleation rates for water in nitrogen as a function
the reduced partial pressureyvp/ps.

FIG. 9. Experimental nucleation rates forn-nonane in helium at 230 K, as a
function of ~temperature corrected! supersaturation.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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D. n -Nonane in methane

Nucleation rate data inn-nonane-methane were aga
taken at temperatures near 240 K. In addition, the 25
measurements were repeated at temperatures of 230 an
K. Figure 11 shows the 240 K results as a function of~tem-
perature corrected! supersaturationS.

It is immediately clear that the isotherms for differe
pressures are no longer parallel, indicating a change in va
content of the critical cluster with methane pressure. For
10 and 25 bar series, an accurate determination of the s
in the (J,S) plot is possible. Using Eq.~13! we find nv*
52661 at 10 bar andnv* 51861 at 25 bar. For the 40 ba
data, it is more difficult to deduce a slope. Still, by estim
ing both upper and lower limiting values, one can dedu
that nv* 5561.

From the mutual distance between the isotherms,
methane content of the critical cluster can be estimated
this case the kinetic term in Eq.~14! is not negligible. From
Fig. 1 in Paper I we deduce that lnfe varies from 0.5 to 1
when going from 10 to 25 bar, and from 1 to 2 between
and 40 bar. Taking this contribution into account, and e
mating the vertical distance between isotherms in Fig. 11,
obtainng* '15 between 10 and 25 bar, andng* '22 between
25 and 40 bar. Note that these values ofng* can not be
assigned to a unique pressure, since the differen
(] ln J/] ln p)S is evaluated from the finite distance betwe
two isotherms that are relatively far apart.29

FIG. 10. Ratio of experimental to theoretical nucleation rate forn-nonane in
helium at 230 K. Circles: KCNT. Triangles: ICCT. Squares: SPNT.

FIG. 11. Experimental nucleation rates forn-nonane in methane at 240 K
as a function of~temperature corrected! supersaturation.
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The physical picture that emerges from Fig. 11 is t
following. With increasing pressure, the supersaturat
needed to achieve a certain nucleation rate is dramatic
reduced. In other words, higher total pressures greatly fa
tate the nucleation process, when its driving force~the super-
saturation! is kept fixed. From the application of both nucle
ation theorems above, it follows that this effect is associa
with the presence of more and more methane molecule
the critical cluster—with a molar fraction that is much larg
than the equilibrium solubility of methane in liqui
n-nonane,xg

eq. Yet, we have demonstrated in Paper I that t
bulk methane fraction must besmaller thanxg

eq. Hence, the
excess amount of methane molecules must be located a
cluster surface. The energy of formation of then-nonane
clusters is thereby greatly reduced, leading to an extrem
small critical cluster size at the highest nucleation pressu

The situation is similar to the water–nitrogen cas
where adsorption of nitrogen at the cluster surface causes
surface tension to decrease, thus facilitating nucleation
the present system, however, the effect is much more
nounced. Indeed, the equilibrium surface tension of the m
ture decreases very strongly with pressure~see Fig. 3 of Pa-
per I!, due to the relatively large methane fraction in t
liquid phase.

It is interesting to see how the pressure perturbation
proach, presented for the various nucleation models in Pa
I of this paper, performs for the present mixture. To that e
experimental nucleation rates are normalized in Fig. 12
theoretical values of KCNT, ICCT, and SPNT, all includin
the pressure dependence of the equilibrium surface ten
and the enhancement effect. Obviously, the effective o
component description is no longer valid. This was to
expected, since the condition underlying the perturbation
proach was just small carrier gas solubility in the liqu
phase.

A binary model is required to describe the nucleati
behavior of then-nonane-methane system. A program co
for calculation of nucleation rates using binary classi
nucleation theory~BCNT! is available,30 which also incorpo-
rates the real gas behavior of the mixture. Results for
present data are also included in Fig. 12. For the 10 bar d
the agreement between BCNT and experiments is rea

FIG. 12. Ratio of experimental to theoretical nucleation rate forn-nonane in
methane at 240 K. Circles: KCNT. Triangles: ICCT. Squares: SPNT. D
monds: BCNT.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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able. At 25 bar the difference gets larger, and for the high
pressure of 40 bar agreement is completely lost.

The main difference between BCNT and the other~one-
component! models is that the ratioJexp/Jtheo increases with
pressure over the whole range, which can be understoo
thermodynamic grounds.22 Exactly the same observation wa
reported before by Looijmanset al.11 In the latter paper, the
vapor fractions were derived from observed droplet grow
rates. Fortunately, the results are consistent even in a q
titative sense.

At a total pressure of 40 bar, all theories in Fig. 12
including BCNT—clearly fail to predict the experiment
nucleation rates within any reasonable limits. The huge s
ter is caused by the fact that the critical cluster size~slope of
the data series! is not even approximately predicted by an
of the models. Since the supersaturations have become
small ~Fig. 11!, all models predict very low theoretical rate
The equilibrium surface tension is no longer sufficient
explain the magnitude of experimental rates; apparently,
effective surface tension of the cluster is much smaller t
its equilibrium value.

In view of the very small experimental value ofnv* at 40
bar, the failure of classical models hardly comes as a
prise: In no way can it be expected that a cluster of fi
molecules would still have the properties of the macrosco
liquid. It is even quite remarkable that for the other syste
and conditions, with critical clusters consisting of 20–
molecules, classical arguments seem to do such a good j
~qualitatively! explaining the observed nucleation behavio

As a final illustration of the strong effect of methan
pressure onn-nonane nucleation, we consider the 25 bar d
as a function of nucleation temperature. Figure 13 shows
results in terms ofJ versusS. Quite remarkably, the iso
therms for the three different temperatures practically ov
lap. This could never occur for single component nucleati
With increasingT, the isotherms would shift to the left, sinc
both the derivative (]J/]T)S is positive, and the surface ten
sion generally decreases with increasing temperature.
the latter argument that forms the key to the explanation
the overlapping isotherms in Fig. 13.

When the temperature is lowered at a fixed total pr
sure, more methane dissolves into the liquid phase, cau
the surface tension to decrease. At certain conditions,
effect can be so strong that the partial derivative (]s/]T)p

FIG. 13. Nucleation rate as a function of supersaturation forn-nonane in
methane at 25 bar for nucleation temperatures of 230, 240, and 250 K
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becomes positive. For theequilibrium surface tension of the
present system this happens at pressures above 40 ba
Fig. 3 of Paper I. Since the carrier gas fraction in the criti
cluster was found to be larger than the equilibrium solubili
however, the effect probably becomes noticeable in
nucleation behavior at a much lower pressure. From Fig.
we can conclude that the ‘‘reversed surface tension der
tive’’ already plays a role at 25 bar: The surface tens
apparently decreases to such extent that the positive de
tive (]J/]T)S is completely balanced.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an extensive series of new nuclea
rate data for several vapor–gas systems at pressures o
25, and 40 bar. Nucleation of water vapor was studied in
presence of helium and nitrogen gas;n-nonane was investi-
gated in carrier gases of helium and methane. Nuclea
temperatures ranged from 230 to 250 K.

The experiments were performed in our pulse expans
wave tube setup, with several improvements with respec
earlier work. Vapor fractions of water were measured us
an existing humidity sensor, which was now calibrated w
the gas pressure as an independent parameter. Hydroca
fractions were obtained from gas chromatography, in com
nation with a thermostatic capillary tube for pressure red
tion at constant composition. Both methods were calibra
using a two-bubbler setup, based on controlled saturatio
a carrier gas with the vapor under study. The same setup
also used for preparation of the gas–vapor mixtures.

Based on the general formulation of the nucleation th
rem for isothermal systems, a relation was derived betw
the number of carrier gas molecules in the critical cluster a
the derivative of the nucleation rate with respect to total pr
sure. Together with the conventional nucleation theorem
the vapor component, this enables one to derive the full c
cal cluster composition from experimentalJ(S,T,p) data.

Both for water andn-nonane, helium was found to hav
no significant influence on the nucleation behavior: (J,S)
isotherms at different pressures nearly coincide, indicat
that the number of vapor molecules in the critical cluster
not affected by helium pressure, and that helium molecu
do not make part of the critical cluster.

For water in nitrogen, (J,S) isotherms at different pres
sures are still parallel, which shows that the number of va
molecules in the critical cluster is independent of nitrog
pressure. However, the isotherms are shifted with respec
eachother in the vertical direction, which indicates the pr
ence of nitrogen molecules in the critical cluster. Derivi
the number of nitrogen molecules from the pressure nu
ation theorem, we were able to compute the surface ads
tion and the associated decrease of surface tension with p
sure. Substituting this result in the theoretical models
Paper I, we were able to fully account for the observed pr
sure dependence of the nucleation rate.

None of the theoretical models was able to account
the observed nucleation behavior ofn-nonane in methane
The breakdown of all theoretical approaches in the latter s
tem can be ascribed to enhanced dissolution of methane
the liquid phase. The methane fraction in the critical clus
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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was found experimentally to be much larger than the eq
librium solubility, leading to a severe decrease of the ene
of formation. Hence, fewern-nonane molecules are need
to form a stable cluster, which explains the observed sm
number ofn-nonane molecules in the critical nucleus.

Summarizing the results of Papers I and II, the m
important conclusion might be that the high pressure featu
of the phase equilibrium of a binary mixture are recovered
the nucleation behavior. This concerns mainly the two
fects that have been extensively discussed in Paper I, b
the increase of saturated vapor content with pressure~en-
hancement effect! and the accompanying decrease of surfa
tension.

Accounting for these two effects, a description of t
new nucleation results at high pressure could be given
terms of the pressure perturbation approach proposed in
per I. Only for then-nonane-methane mixture, this approa
was not able to account for the observed nucleation beha
This corresponds to the validity criterion derived in Pape
In order for the pressure perturbation approach to be va
the carrier solubility has to be sufficiently small.

APPENDIX CRITICAL CLUSTER CONTENT DERIVED
FROM PRESSURE PERTURBATION MODEL

The nucleation rate according to the pressure pertu
tion model of Paper I can be written in the familiar form

J5K expF2
4

27

u3

~ ln S!2G , ~A1!

the essential difference with one-component theory be
that the dimensionless surface tensionu now depends on
pressure. On differentiating~A1! we obtain

F] ln~J/K !

] ln S G
p,T

5S 2u

3 lnSD 3

. ~A2!

Since it is only the exponential factor in Eq.~A1! that is
related to the critical numbers, we consider the derivative
J/K. According to Eq.~13! the right hand side is equal t
nv* . The pressure derivative is

F] ln~J/K !

] ln p G
S,T

52
12

27S u

ln SD 2 ]u

] ln p
. ~A3!

Using the adsorption model described in Paper I, the der
tive ]u/] ln p can be evaluated, resulting in

F] ln~J/K !

] ln p G
S,T

5
12

27S u

ln SD 2 naa0p

p1pL
. ~A4!

According to Eq. ~14! the right hand side now equa
2nv* xg

eq1ng* Zg . Combining the results fornv* and ng* we
obtain
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Zg
F12

27S u

ln SD 2 naa0p

p1pL
1xg

eqS 2u

3 lnSD 3G . ~A5!

Using values forpL from part I and literature data forZg and
xg

eq, the model predictions ofng* can be evaluated. The re
sults are summarized in Table I. Since the surface tensio
water andn-nonane is not lowered by helium pressure, t
pL values for both helium systems were set to infinity~cor-
responding to zero adsorption!.
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